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Dearest Friend of the Festival of Chariots,

We extend a warm invitation to you to join us on a soul-stirring journey – the 
Durban Festival of Chariots: Feast for the Soul, over the Easter weekend 
29 March – 1 April 2024, at the Durban Bay of Plenty Lawns and 
Amphitheatre. The Festival is a tapestry woven with devotion, community, 
and the undeniable magic of spiritual awakening.

In this grand tapestry, each thread plays a crucial role. Just like the artisans 
who meticulously craft the chariots, the musicians who fill the air with joyous 

rhythms, and the volunteers who tirelessly dedicate their time, your support becomes the invisible yet vital 
cord that binds the festival together.

As a non-profit organisation, we rely on the kindness of individuals like you to keep the festival accessible 
and free for all. Your contribution, ensures that the festival remains a beacon of hope, harmony, and shared 
experience. It requires the support of individuals like you, who believe in the transformative power of this 
event. Your contributions, no matter the size, become the fuel that propels the Festival forward.

Here's how your donation will make a difference:
• Empowering workshops: Your contribution helps sustain the workshops that guide souls on journeys of 

self-discovery and inner peace.
• Magnificent chariots: Your support ensures that these vibrant symbols of faith continue to roll, each one 

a testament to the dedication and artistry of our community.
• An inclusive celebration: Your generosity helps us keep the festival free and open to all, ensuring 

everyone can experience its transformative magic.
• A legacy of inspiration: Your support contributes to building a lasting legacy of cultural heritage and 

spiritual connection for generations to come.

We understand that every contribution comes from a place of personal sacrifice. Therefore, we pledge to be 
responsible stewards of your trust, ensuring that every cent goes towards realising the magic of the festival.
So, we invite you to join us in this noble endeavour. Donate today and become a co-architect of this soul-
stirring celebration. Together, we can make the festival a beacon of light, reaching hearts and igniting the 
spark of joy and inner peace within each of us.

Bank Details: 
Account Holder ISKCON 
Bank   Nedbank
Branch   Chatsworth
Branch Code   132226
Account No.   1322113971
Reference   <YOUR NAME>
Please send a proof of payment to dfoc@iskcondurban.net

With immense gratitude,

The Durban Festival of Chariots Team
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